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AbSTRACT

Being able to communicate via multiple modes and understanding distinct curriculum literacies 
have become necessary skills in today’s ever-changing world. In the arts for example, one must become 
fluent in the interpretation and creation of meaning through symbolic forms. Yet these notions of 
literacy do not usually feature in high-stakes testing and are unrecognised as integral aspects of 
learning. This paper highlights the work of one visual arts teacher in two schools. By drawing on 
Halliday’s (1978) model of functional grammar and Kress and van Leeuwen’s (2006) multimodal 
theories, the paper shares evidence of important literate practice being carried out in these visual 
arts classrooms.

Introduction
Literacy has come to mean many things; it is not just being able to read and write with, and through 
the use of, linguistic resources. Researchers have shared much evidence to suggest that literacy 
and literate practices are diverse and wide ranging (Barton, Hamilton & Ivanic, 2000; Freebody, 
2007; Gee, 2000; Street, 1995). Not only is language used as a mode of communication, but so 
too are sound, image and movement. Despite a proliferation in the literature on the importance 
of recognising multimodal literate practice, including distinct disciplinary literacies (Barton, 2014a, 
2014b; Freebody, Chan & Barton, 2013; Jewitt, 2006; Stewart-Dore, 2013), a narrow set of skills 
continues to be accepted and tested as constituting the concept of literacy.

It is therefore important for middle years teachers, who have often trained as content area experts, 
to be familiar with, and have a language that enables them to discuss the distinct and particular 
literacies present in their content areas. This would ensure a greater understanding of literacy and its 
role in and across the middle years.

This paper therefore aims to provide a language and framework to assist teachers in articulating the 
importance and presence of literacy and literate practices in their own subject area. The paper draws on 
data from a visual art teacher’s practice involving two Year 7 visual arts classes in two different schools 
where the teacher works. It shows how literate practice in the arts focuses on the interpretation and 
creation of art via multiple symbolic modes. A theoretical framework and classroom practice mapping 
tool, based on Halliday’s (1978) Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) and Kress and van Leeuwen’s 
(2006) multimodal approaches to literacy learning, is introduced and is accessible for teachers.

A ‘functional’ approach to literacy in visual arts
Systemic functional linguistics or SFL is a system of understanding the use of language for purpose. 
Developed by Michael Halliday (1978), SFL or ‘functional grammar’ (as it is often referred to) is a 
way of understanding how grammatical systems work in relation to how people interact. It is therefore 
social rather than biological (Martin, Matthiessen & Painter, 1997, p. 1). SFL seeks to understand 
the ways in which language works in text, but also how both the author and reader select and interact 
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with this language. A functional approach to grammar allows a consideration of social and cultural 
influences on texts.

Functional grammar explores the ideas of field, tenor and mode:

•	 Field relates to subject matter and often determines the vocabulary and syntax being used;
•	 Tenor refers to participants and their relationships. This includes interaction between the 

author and reader or speaker and audience and this can be formal or informal, depending 
on word choice;

•	 Mode is the channel of communication being used and relates to lexis, grammar and 
phonology. (Adapted from Martin, Matthiessen & Painter, 1997)

Language, however, is just one mode of communication. There are many others, including image, 
sound, gesture and material or architectural resources. A mode, according to Bezemer and Kress 
(2008), is a meaning-making resource that is socially and culturally constructed and is organised into 
differing sets in order to create meaning (Jewitt, 2006). In the arts, the importance of visual, aural 
and embodied signs and symbols cannot be overstated. Simply knowing what subject matter is under 
investigation in a text, artwork or performance is not enough to understand its critical meaning and 
representations.

Of course, SFL was applied initially to linguistic resources; however, many researchers have begun 
to investigate the way in which other modes such as image or sound can be represented, including 
the underlying social and cultural messages intended by the actor, artist, illustrator, graphic designer, 
musician and so forth (O’Halloran, 2004; O’Toole, 1994; Unsworth, 2001; van Leeuwen, 1999). 
Kress and van Leeuwen’s (2006) book Reading images provides exemplary detail on the ‘grammar of 
visual design’. It offers a comprehensive model to explain meaning behind the images used in texts. 
Kress and van Leeuwen propose three metafunctions of semiotic resources. These are representational 
or ideational, interactive or interpersonal and compositional or textual. Unsworth (2001) provides 
further information:

•	 Representational meaning explores the idea that texts verbally and visually construct the 
nature of events, the objects and participants involved, and the circumstances in which they 
occur.

•	 Interactive meaning concerns itself with how verbal and visual resources construct the 
nature of relationships among speakers/listeners, writers/readers, and viewers, and what is 
viewed.

•	 Compositional or textual meanings are concerned with the distribution of the information 
value or relative emphasis among elements of the text and image. (From Unsworth, 2001, 
p. 18)

In this sense, Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) and Unsworth’s (2001) work have provided a useful 
model for teachers to be able to explain a critical approach to interpreting image.

The study
The arts and literacy project from which this paper is drawn was a research study that aimed to 
identify the distinct literate practices present in arts in education contexts. As such, teachers’ classroom 
practices in each of the arts, including dance, drama, media arts, music and visual arts, were observed 
and video-recorded by the researcher. The research explored how teachers of the arts support their 
students in developing discipline-specific literacies by building knowledge and skills with the aim of 
becoming ‘artists’. In this sense, it was collaborative research where the teacher-artist and researcher 
worked together in exploring the phenomenon and theory-practice nexus. Findings from the study 
so far have indicated that each of the arts has its own distinct literacies, ways in which teachers build 
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knowledge and skills in the classroom and ways of becoming ‘arts-literate’. These are often multimodal 
and have creative and aesthetic expression and interpretation at their core (Barton, 2014a).

This paper will present data from two Year 7 visual arts classrooms in two different schools. 
School A is a relatively small Catholic primary school with an enrolment of around 400 students and 
is situated in a mid-high socio-economic area (Index of Community Socio-Educational Advantage, 
ICSEA, value of 1160). It has approximately 15% of students from culturally and linguistically diverse 
(CaLD) backgrounds. School B has a total enrolment of approximately 490 students and is situated in 
a low SES area (with an ICSEA value of around 950) in the same city. It has over 75% of its students 
from CaLD backgrounds. The visual arts middle years teacher works at both of these schools and 
has developed strong visual arts programs at each. She believes that the way in which she teaches at 
each school is slightly different, due to the cohort of students in each school. This endorses Halliday’s 
(1978) notion that literate practice varies according to social and cultural context.

This paper presents data from two Year 7 classes, one at each school. Across the period of one 
term, a total of nine 50 minute Year 7 lessons were filmed with this teacher: five lessons at School A 
and four lessons at School B. Four excerpts have been selected from two lessons, one lesson at each 
school. The first two excerpts are from a lesson at School A where the students are learning to paint 
trees with white ink on brown paper. The other two excerpts are from a lesson in School B with a focus 
on collage and still life. Some of the artwork that was produced by students is shown in Figure 1 for 
School A and in Figure 2 for School B.

Figure 1. Artwork from students in School A

Figure 2. Artwork from students in School B

In regard to the data analysis, a functional grammar (Halliday, 1978) and social semiotic approach 
(Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006) were applied to the classroom data. A coding framework was developed 
to indicate which aspect of each model the teacher was implementing throughout the visual arts lessons. 
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The focus was on how the teacher supported her students in becoming ‘arts-literate’, particularly in 
relation to Halliday’s model of language features. Table 1 displays the type of information analysed 
from the classroom observations:

Table 1. Mapping literate practice in the arts

Lesson 
number 
and 
context

Time 
code

Activity/
teacher 
and student 
discussion

Semiotic resources 
being used

Field/tenor/mode
Representational/
interpersonal/
compositional 
meanings

This identifies 
the class, 
context and 
sequence of 
lessons being 
taught across 
one school 
term

Time 
code as 
per the 
video 
data

This explains 
what the 
teacher and 
the students 
are doing 
throughout the 
lesson

•	 aural – music, sound, voice;
•	 gestural/embodied – 

pointing, movement;
•	 linguistic/language – oral/

written;
•	material/operational – 

architectural design;
•	 spatial – where placed in 

the classroom, content 
being used;

•	 visual – use of image, 2D 
or 3D signs/symbols.

•	 field/representational – 
subject matter, who, 
what, where;

•	 tenor/interpersonal – 
with whom, why, how;

•	mode/compositional – 
where, why (also aligns 
with semiotic resources 
being used).

For the purpose of this paper, four excerpts have been taken from the data analysis. These show 
examples of the metafunctions described by Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) and Unsworth (2001) and 
come from analysis of the right hand column in Table 1:

•	 Excerpt 1: Representational meaning – knowing and building the subject matter or field;
•	 Excerpt 2: Compositional meaning – finding balance, demonstrating medium and making 

it your own;
•	 Excerpt 3: Interpersonal meaning – interpreting and expressing ideas to an audience;
•	 Excerpt 4: All three metafunctions – representational, interpersonal and compositional 

meanings.
In the next section, the four excerpts will be examined in terms of the activity and discussion 

between the teacher and students as well as the semiotic resources and meanings that are evident.

Data and data analysis

School A: Lesson 1
Excerpts 1 and 2 are from an introductory lesson focusing on trees as the subject matter and white 
ink as the medium. The students had already painted flowers using gouache in the previous few weeks 
of art.
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Excerpt 1 focuses on representational meaning as the students are expected to consider their main 
subject matter or field knowledge – trees. The teacher talks about the type of media they have used 
as well as will use. The teacher explains that they need to rely on their prior knowledge about trees to 
assist them, so she begins by asking questions about what kind of trees they know about or whether 
or not they have really noticed trees as they walk in parks or are outside. She also highlights how 
reflection and being in nature are important in students’ everyday busy lives. Throughout this excerpt, 
the teacher is predominantly using linguistic/language-oral (to describe the trees and asks questions), 
embodied/gestural (to indicate the shape or qualities of trees, e.g., moving hands in circular motion 
to display shape of a bottle tree), and visual-2D images of the subject matter (trees) to communicate 
the lesson’s information to her students. The lesson continues in Excerpt 2.

Excerpt 1. Representational meaning: Knowing and building the subject matter or field

Activity/teacher and student talk Semiotic resources being used

The teacher recounts that students learnt about drawing 
flowers in their previous lesson, including using a material called 
gouache. The teacher explains it is a poster paint and says, ‘We 
are using white ink today because we are working on brown 
paper. The subject matter today is trees.’

Linguistic/language-oral.

The teacher explains that she would like to take the students 
outside to look at different trees but says they don’t have a lot 
of time. The teacher shares resources with pictures of trees with 
the students.

Linguistic/language-oral, visual-2D 
images of drawings and paintings of 
trees.

The teacher draws on the students’ prior knowledge by asking if 
they ever notice trees. She says, ‘The thing is nature is something 
that gives us down time. When you walk through a park, you 
can have time for some reflection in our busy world. Your mind 
is always busy and active.’

She explains further by asking students to think about trees by 
asking questions such as: What do they provide us with? (shade 
and oxygen) Have you ever looked at the different styles of 
trees? Are you familiar with any names of trees?

Linguistic/language-oral – 
representational.

The students list a number of types of trees: oak, silky oak, palm, 
paper bark, bottle trees, jacaranda, willow, pine etc.

The teacher gestures the shape of trees – Norfolk pine a 
triangle shape – is your tree fuller? Pine trees are sort of 
sparsey.

Embodied/gestural and linguistic/
language-oral (use of technical 
language e.g., Norfolk pine, oak, and 
everyday language e.g., sparsey).

The teacher explains that trees have character and mentions 
the films Lord of the rings and Ferngully.

She explains that someone would have had to draw these 
trees and remembered reading about all the writers, designers, 
illustrators; all came to Queensland and did sketches and took 
photos for the movie.

Linguistic/language-oral.

The teacher explains that the students are to use a different 
medium and to think about placement of the tree on the page 
as they work on their pieces.

Linguistic/language-oral, material/
operational, embodied/gestural – 
students begin to draw their images 
on the brown card by looking at 
images in magazines etc.
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Excerpt 2. Compositional meaning: Finding balance, demonstrating medium and making it your own

Activity/teacher and student talk Semiotic resources being used

•	The teacher explains students will be working with a 
different medium – ink, and asks if they want to draw first 
and then paint over.

Linguistic/language-oral, material/
operational.

•	The teacher explains that the students need to fill the 
entire page (holds up brown card and gestures over whole 
page).

Linguistic/language-oral, embodied/
gestural.

•	The teacher provides examples of what students could do 
and explains that it can be one tree with one perspective, 
the biggest tree, or put trees in background and one on 
side of page – gestures the position of the forms.

Linguistic/language-oral, embodied/
gestural, visual-2D – pictures of trees 
to provide examples to the students of 
how to layout their trees.

•	The teacher explains how students can compose it but 
they need to have balance; she says, ‘You need to frame 
your piece’ and she shows examples from books.

Linguistic/language-oral, embodied/
gestural – the teacher gestures over the 
brown paper as to where the students 
can put their tree image. (See Figure 3)

•	Teacher explains that students need to decide if (a) doing a 
solo tree and close-up and big or (b) a tree that sits in the 
distance a little bit higher and a tree that is closer viewing 
with mountains.

Embodied/gestural – strong movements 
with the arm to indicate line direction 
and formation.

•	 ‘All of this is linear drawing – familiar with the lines that we 
keep talking about.’

•	 Students continue working on drawings before using the 
ink.

•	The teacher demonstrates ink before students start to 
paint over their designs she says, ‘It is similar to last week 
but ink is more runny than gouache – it spreads’.

Material/operational, embodied/gestural 
and technical (i.e., drawing, painting).
(See Figure 4)

•	Teacher: ‘It depends how much ink you put on your brush – 
you can highlight lines by repeating the lines on top – if you 
don’t want to repeat the lines then you have to make sure 
you have a bit more ink on your brush from the beginning’.

Linguistic/language-oral, visual-2D, 
embodied/gestural and material/
operational.

•	Teacher works with individual students. Linguistic/language-oral, visual-2D, 
embodied-gestural and material-
operational. (See Figure 5)

•	Teacher provides feedback to whole class: ‘When you are 
getting inspired by what is in front of you – just think it 
is a starting block from the imagery, not that you have to 
copy it entirely – you know how to repeat lines and do 
texture. Those pictures (the teacher holds up an examples) 
are realistic. We are not after a realistic interpretation but 
rather to make it your own. A lot of the lines you have you 
may not use – don’t be too precise with pencil drawing – 
you can actually add a bit more as you go along’.

Linguistic/language-oral, visual-2D images 
of trees.
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Compositional meaning is the main focus of this excerpt, as the teacher is explaining to students 
how to consider the placement of their subject matter on the page. She offers a number of options, 
such as including a large tree that is close-up, or perhaps including one on either side of the page so 
that they frame the background image of mountains and other trees. In order to emphasise these 
compositional choices, the teacher gestures over both copies of images of trees and the brown paper 
the students are to paint on (see Figure 3). The teacher is using discipline-specific language such as 
balance, unbalanced, framing, perspective, position, close-up, focal point. Compositional meaning (or 
mode) also features when the discussion turns to how students are to make a decision about how to 
present their drawing of tree/s in ink on the brown card. The teacher explains that students need to 
have ‘balance’ in their picture as it is more pleasing to the eye. The mode or medium being used is also 
demonstrated by the teacher on a small piece of black paper (see Figure 4), which has a distinct focus 
on embodied/gestural and material/operational semiotic modes. For much of the lesson the teacher 
walks around the room to assist students individually by demonstrating line and painting techniques 

Figure 5. Teacher provides feedback to a student and demonstrates  

more brush strokes and techniques

Figure 3. The teacher gestures across images of trees

Figure 4. The teacher demonstrates use of medium – white ink
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Excerpt 3. Interpersonal meaning: Interpreting and expressing ideas to an audience

Activity/teacher and student talk Semiotic resources being used

•	The teacher says, ‘You need to look at your still life and 
remember all the things we discussed – our goal in 
achieving what we are trying to do – the focus, line, colour 
etc.’

Linguistic/language-oral, embodied/
gestural.

•	 She explains and demonstrates the technique of not using 
scissors but tearing the paper.

Linguistic/language-oral, embodied/
gestural, material/operational (use of 
coloured paper, card and glue)

•	The teacher says that students will be able to see the shape 
they are making as they are drawing on prior knowledge.

•	The teacher gestures the shape of a bottle and says, ‘The 
challenge is to visualise that in your head’.

Linguistic/language-oral, embodied/
gestural, visual-2D image.

•	Teacher explains the inclusion of the shine, the actual 
layering of colours, the reflection on bottles or vases.

•	Teacher shows a student’s work (gestures to aspects of the 
work): ‘It is giving us that 3-dimensional effect which we can 
achieve nicely, reflection on the window, everybody needs 
a window, remembering contrasting colours – orange with 
dimples, grapes with 3D look.’

Linguistic/language-oral (technical, e.g., 
3- dimensional, contrasting colours, 
and everyday language, e,g., reflection, 
dimples, shading).

•	The teacher says, ‘It needs to be aesthetically pleasing to the 
eye, for the viewer; it draws them in to look at the work; 
the viewer is interested in the work and has a good look 
around to see what the still life represents.’

•	 ‘Today we are adding on to it; some people [have] done 
larger, smaller ; today you have to make some choices; you 
have a lot more room so need to add things into your 
space; others will need to add a third or fourth object that 
is smaller. Scale is another factor you need to think about 
today. If you have two big things then add a third smaller – 
objects around home, in your kitchen, everyday objects.’

Linguistic/language-oral.

•	The students continue their work.

with the white ink, as well as conversing with them about their choices and how to improve their work, 
or offering praise. This is shown in Figure 5.

The students are working on their pieces when the teacher asks them to listen. She has noticed 
that the students are using examples of drawings of trees and are replicating these images rather 
than just ‘getting inspired’. She explains that the pictures in the books and magazines are realistic 
interpretations of trees. She suggests that the students stop using the examples from the magazines 
and instead begin to make the images of trees their own. The teacher roams the room and assists 
students by demonstrating brush techniques and discussing ideas and improvements with the students 
throughout the lesson.

School B: Lesson 2
Excerpts 3 and 4 are from a lesson near the end of a unit on still life and collage. The students are 
tearing coloured paper rather than using scissors to create a 3D effect for their still life of everyday 
objects such as kitchen utensils, fruit, or bottles and vases.
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The teacher uses the first part of Lesson 2 to support the students in continuing work on their 
collage still life. She explains the technique of tearing the paper rather than using scissors, as well 
as how to present their piece overall. Compositional meaning is important, but it is framed from the 
perspective of how this will impact on the viewer or audience. Therefore, interpersonal meaning or 
tenor is the main focus for this lesson and the discussion is on how the work of art makes an impression 
on the viewer. The teacher explains that the decisions the students are making about where to place 
their objects, what colours they use, and how they create a reflective and 3-dimensional look are all 
important in terms of how the viewer will ‘see it’. The teacher explains it needs to be ‘aesthetically 
pleasing to the eye’ and also needs to ‘draw the viewer in’. She explains that art is about what the 

Excerpt 4. The critical stage: All three metafunctions – representational, interpersonal and compositional 

meanings

Activity/teacher and student talk Semiotic resources being used

•	The teacher explains to her students that they are now 
at the ‘critical stage’ of their collage still life. She says, 
‘Sometimes with artwork it is easier to start than to finish it 
off.’ Students: ‘Yes.’

Linguistic/language-oral, visual-2D 
example of collage.

•	The teacher discusses how artistic choices need to be 
made including: Is the balance correct? Is the proportion 
of my objects well balanced? What about the spaces? ‘You 
have to think about balancing the objects, it is like on a 
scale and at the moment it would be heavy on one side 
and nothing on the other.’ (Teacher gestures like a scale 
unbalanced.)

•	The teacher also explains that the students need to think of 
the space and the viewer. ‘Is there enough things to look at 
with interest?’ (Writes on the board)

Linguistic/language-oral, visual-2D image, 
embodied/gestural – The teacher uses 
student work to demonstrate and 
reinforce meaning. (See Figure 6)

•	The teacher asks for a student’s work – one that another 
student stated was good.

•	The teacher asks the student why they thought it was good. 
The student responds, ‘Because it’s neat and pretty’.

•	What else? Is it well proportioned? Or balanced?

•	Yes very neat presentation = that goes a long way.

•	The teacher says that even though it has detail it needs 
more (gestures to blank space on the left of the picture).

Linguistic/language-oral, visual-2D 
image, embodied/gestural. The teacher 
uses a student’s work to show where 
improvements can be made.

•	Need to think how to fill up those gaps: ‘That’s why it is 
critical at the end not to make the wrong choice because it 
could take away the interest or diminish the quality of what 
you have got going.’

•	 ‘You also need to start thinking of the objects (points to 
other side of board). You need to think of decoration – the 
finishing off, the reflections, the shadows, the decoration 
on the vases, the bowls. So you need now to encompass 
all of those decorative things on your images. A few things 
to consider now at this critical stage. Think of composition, 
what you need to put in order to balance that final stage of 
your picture. Do you understand? Students: ‘Yes.’

Linguistic/language-oral and written on 
the board, spatial and visual-2D image on 
the board, embodied/gestural to point to 
information on the board.

•	The teacher continues to assist individual students. Linguistic/language-oral, embodied/
gestural, material/operational.  
(See Figure 7)
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viewer will be interested in. The teacher offers a number of ways in which the students can do this 
effectively, which in turn assists the students in becoming more ‘arts-literate’.

The final part of the lesson focuses on what the teacher calls the ‘critical stage’ of the students’ 
artwork. This is nearing the end of work on their still life collage when the students are required to 
make some final decisions about their piece. The teacher discusses representational meaning – referring 
to the subject matter or field, i.e., the bowls, vases, and other shapes represented in the artworks. She 
also discusses compositional meaning or mode, including scale, size, colour, and placement on the 
page. A focus on reflection and 3-dimensional effects is important, as well as what to do in relation to 
filling any gaps on the page. The teacher relates this to interpersonal meaning or tenor, as she explains 
the need for the work to be ‘aesthetically pleasing to the eye for the viewer’ once again, and how the 
students are in control of making these choices now. The teacher uses a student’s work as an example 
and asks the rest of the class why they think it is a good example of a still life collage. This is shown in 
Figure 6. The discussion focuses a lot on compositional meaning, but also how this meaning creates an 
effective interpersonal meaning for the viewer. This lesson focuses on ‘reading of art’ or what Barton 
(2014a) explores in arts-literacy in relation to ‘interpreting or perceiving art’. Figure 7 shows the 
teacher supporting students in the decisions they are making at this critical stage.

Throughout this part of the lesson the teacher has written information on the board and gestured 
towards it so that the students can readily access and remember the information. The teacher has 
referred to all three meanings in this lesson in order for the students to start thinking about how they 
are to complete their works of art but also become ‘artists’. For examples of the students’ work at both 
schools, see Figures 1 and 2.

Discussion and implications for classroom practice
The findings from this study suggest that multimodal literacy is a key component of middle years visual 
arts as demonstrated by this teacher in the two schools in which she works. This is evident through the 
identification of the three metafunctions of representational, interpersonal and compositional meaning 

Figure 6. The teacher uses a student’s work to 

highlight the lesson’s task

Figure 7. The teacher assists students by 

commenting on their work and suggesting ways 

to improve the compositional meaning
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(Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006; Unsworth, 2001) in the classroom practice. These metafunctions are 
present in combination with the use of multiple semiotic resources throughout her teaching practice.

The mapping of middle years visual arts classroom practice in this study found that representational 
meaning or the field was mainly presented via linguistic/language-oral and visual-2D/3D image 
depictions. The teacher would often illustrate examples of subject matter through speech, but she also 
demonstrated by visually showing the students exemplars of works (in books, magazines or on the 
board) similar to the task at hand. Another recurring observation was that the teacher would often 
ask questions based on the students’ prior knowledge, in order to build the field or subject matter. 
As Freebody, Chan and Barton (2013) found in classroom practice, this teacher regularly ‘shuttled’ 
between everyday and technical language in order to introduce new concepts to the students.

It has been noted that the purpose of art is to comfort or confront the viewer (Dewey, 1934; 
Langer, 1953). This is related to tenor or roles and relationships. As such, this teacher stresses the 
importance of an artwork being ‘aesthetically pleasing to the eye’ for the audience. Interpersonal or 
interactive meaning is crucial in the arts. This is what Halliday (1978) terms tenor and is about the 
relationship between the artist and their intended audience. The teacher in this research discussed 
regularly the ways in which the students can create their artwork by thinking about the relationship 
between themselves as an artist and those who view their work. The teacher described this through 
strong use of embodied/gestural communication in combination with linguistic/language-oral and 
visual-image semiotic resources. There were many examples where the teacher would display visual 
images in textual resources, point to certain aspects of these images, cover up parts of the page to 
illustrate a point, or draw examples on the board. These all assisted the students in making their own 
individual choices about how to complete their artwork.

Another important finding was the significance and dominance of compositional meaning in 
visual arts. Not only was the layout, placement or composition of the image on the page a critical 
consideration, but so too was the technical use of each of the media being used. The teacher carefully 
demonstrated and discussed how the students were to use both the white ink on card and the torn 
coloured paper for the still life collages. The teacher utilised a number of pedagogical methods in 
relation to compositional meaning. These included: demonstrating and explaining the use of new 
media to the whole class (modes such as linguistic/language-oral and written, embodied/gestural, 
material/operational, visual-image); demonstrating and providing feedback to individual students or 
small groups; providing feedback to the whole class as shown in Excerpt 2; and showing examples on 
the board, or by using other textual resources or other students’ work.

Interestingly, the ‘critical stage’ of art composition, according to the teacher, was making the final 
choices about the artwork in question. For this teacher, it was important for the students to know 
how to fill any gaps in the artwork, what options they had, how to use shape, colour, size, proportion, 
placement, shadow, and reflection to complete the work. A combination of all three metafunctions, as 
well as multiple modes of meaning, was employed at the ‘critical stage’ of learning. This culminated 
in an important phase in becoming arts-literate (Barton, 2014b).

These findings could imply that if middle years teachers were able to access a language by which 
they could articulate the distinct literacies present in their own disciplinary area, then they may 
not only become aware of these significant literate practices but also advocate them to others. This 
could potentially improve an understanding of the diverse nature of literacy itself and consequently 
encourage more productive dialogues between curriculum and literacy rather than focusing on a 
narrow view of what constitutes literacy.

Therefore, an adapted version of Halliday’s (1978) model of language features is suggested and 
this is shown in Figure 8. Halliday’s model refers to language as a singular mode of communication 
when we consider subject matter (field), roles and relationships (tenor) and mode and medium (mode). 
The adapted version includes other modalities such as aural or use of sound, visual or use of image, 
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Figure 8. An adaptation of Halliday’s (1978) model of language features to incorporate 

multimodality

and embodiment, movement or gestures. These are particularly important in the arts when we view an 
artwork or a performance. In this way the artwork or performance becomes the ‘text’. Subject matter 
or representational meaning, the relationships built and interaction between artist and audience, and 
the medium and ways in which artists use these are all integral elements of arts practice. It also 
considers the social and cultural context of both the creator and the viewer, as does Halliday’s model 
about texts. Further, this model could also be applied to other curriculum areas such as science or 
history.

In summary, despite this study presenting a small sample, as illustrated by one teacher in two 
schools, it does provide potential for middle years teachers to acknowledge and value their role as 
literacy educators as well as content area specialists. Having access to a language such as Halliday’s 
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(1978) SFL model, as well as Kress and van Leeuwen’s (2006) grammar of multimodality and design, 
allows teachers to become more aware of the important work they do in relation to literate practice 
in their own curriculum areas. Applying these models to classroom practice has the prospect of also 
improving students’ knowledge and understanding of distinct subject area literacies through their 
junior and senior secondary school years. This in turn supports their journey in becoming more fluent 
in a functional approach to subject-specific literacies.
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